Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 23 October 1989
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Lab work, reorganization of artifacts

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Bagging Dry Artifacts
   Cataloguing Units 1700 1701 - 1716
   Read: Bass (1971) on bone cleaning
   Noël-Hume (1972) on stonewares

3. Comments and interpretations:

   1. Problems of provenience with N170 E 50; 2 bags w/this provenience.
      Field notes don't clarify.

   2. Can't identify provenience for mixed artifacts from bug episode.

   3. Missing bags 1704, 1707 (1220, 1221, 1322, 1422, 1504, 16, 21, 1625)
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: October 24, 1989
Observer: M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

- Catalogued Units 1717 - 1906
- Read: Noël-Hume (1972) on pipes

3. Comments and interpretations:

   (1) Provenience problems
       a. two bags labeled N180 E050 > nice pattern!
       b. two bags labeled N190 E050 (N170 E050 also)

   (2) Missing bags: 1720, 1807, 1868, 1817, 1900
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 25 October 1989
Observer M. Rehuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Washing Unit 1115 B (re-wash)
   Catalogued units 1908 - 1916

3. Comments and interpretations:
   1. Missing bags: 1907
   2. Need to clarify the daube characteristics
      am leaving all Pre-historic pottery in provenience bag for stu.
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Catalogued Units 1917 - 2115

3. Comments and interpretations:

   1. Missing bags: 2007, 2107, 2113
   2. Began cataloguing both bags for provenience 2005 and wrote respective dates of collection on catalogue sheet.
   3. Stu has removed some of the pre-historic stuff and left a note in each bag of what it was. This helps me to catalogue faster and more precisely. He was told to stop, though...
   4. I've been putting the questionable bags (i.e. the double collected stuff) on the top shelf of the Patuxent cabinet.
      - Where would you like me to put add-ins on the cat sheets?
      - Shall I make a note (i.e. goto or x) in its chronological spot that this provenience info. is elsewhere?
      - Should I catalogue both bags when an area was double collected?
   5. I would like a double sample...

   6. There's an awful lot of 'Firecracked Rock'. I'm thinking some is flow-cracked but am not making this distinction...
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Catalogued Units 2110-2328
   - Finished boxed off surface collection
   - Bagged Artifacts

3. Comments and interpretations:
   1. Missing bags 2207, 2307, 2324, 2325
   2. Had many proveniences with 2 bags so catalogued both but kept them separate.
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Washed
   - Catalogued - plowzones: 1009 A
     - 1011 B
     - 1014 A
     - 1016 B

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 01 November 1989
Observer M. Requart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteers: Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Washing
   Cataloguing Plowzone Units 1110B, 1113, A, 1115B

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day’s activities: Labwork
   Volunteers: Susan, Susan (intern)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Susan washed artifacts
   - Susan (intern) labeled ceramics
   - Bagged artifacts
   - Catalogued 1117 B
   - MAC Lab meeting
   - Read St. Mary’s City Ceramic typology

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 03 November, 1989
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Catalogued 1309 D, 1310 C, 1311 C
   - Bagged Artifacts
   - Labeled ceramics

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Catalogued 915 H, 1314 D

   Meeting with Julie, Trish, Sue, Jim

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Lab work

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Examined
   - Catalogued: 1110 E, 1113 E
   - 1309 H, 1309 M

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: Nov. 09, 1989
Observer: M. Remnant

1. Day's activities: Lab Work
   Volunteers: Susan and Susan (Intern)
   11:30 - 12:30

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued plowzone 1310 G, part of 1311 G.
   Put Maylar labels in plowzone bags
   915 H - 1316 D
   Bagged & dry artifacts

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Maylar labels in surface collection also?
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date Nov. 10, 1989
Observer M. Rennert

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued 1311 G 1/2 of 1314 C
   bagged artifacts

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Missing plowzone 9176
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date Nov. 11, 1989
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteers: Susan Erdt 11:00-2:30

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued 9176 1314C 1314D
   Bagged artifacts w/mylar labels
   Read Pipes Harrington

3. Comments and interpretations: no problems
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Fieldwork: plastic parachute flying

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Read-on pipes
   Worked on Surface collection problems & began myker
   Catalogued Plowzone 1319 D

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Need to relabel surface collection ceramics from problem areas
   - Left a list in surface drawer of those to be changed
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 22 November 1989
Observer M. Renuart

   Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued 1411 G, 1413 M plowzone
   Cleaned lab

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Problem: Field records show 1406 D crossed out and made 1408 A - Artifact bag says 1406 D (No 1408 A)
   Problem: Field records show 1410 G crossed out and made 1410 F - bag shows 1410 G
   Shall I re-mark bags? Or field notes?
   * didn’t catalogue either yet.

* Provenience problems with surface collection - see stuf
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: LCV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 03 Dec. 1989
Observer: M. Renwart

1. Day's activities: Labwork - 1/2 day

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Labeled ceramics
   - Read on ceramics
   - Cleaned pipe stems from phenzone bag catalogued mylar in bags

3. Comments and interpretations:

   [Signature]
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: BGV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 11 Dec. 1989
Observer: M. Requard

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Catalogued w/Trish '1415c. 1/2 of 1417c
   - Bagged Smith Site & check-cataloged

3. Comments and interpretations:

   -

   -

   -

   -
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 14 December, 1989
Observer: M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork - 1/2 day
    volunteers: Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   labeled artifacts
   Catalogued w/Trish 1/2 of 417C ½
   1/2 of 1509 A

3. Comments and interpretations:

   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 15 Dec. 1989
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & labeled 1539 A, 1511 F, 1513 A
   w/ Trish ½ 1514 A

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV231
Project Patuxent Point
Date 18 December 1989
Observer M. Renaud

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Catalogued: 1/2 of 1514A, 1515A, 1519A

   w/Trish 1/2 1516 B

   organized lab, pt. draws & ceramics

3. Comments and interpretations:

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 19 December, 1989

Observer M. Rennart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Read on ceramics
   Catalogued: ½15111-B, ½16114
   # labeled ceramics in drawer
   Cleaned lab

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CU271
Project Potomac Point
Date 20 December, 1989
Observer M. Benhart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued Plowzone 1/2 1614B
   w/Trish 1/2 1614B
   2/3 1708 D

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 02 January 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteer: Sarah - washed artifacts

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued Pewzone with Trish
   Some Humus (15/1 B)
   1713 A, began 1713 C, began 1713 B

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 03 January 1990
Observer M. Benyart

1. Day’s activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & Labeled Plowzone
   1713C, 1713D

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Counted # of artifacts catalogued in December = 4,262
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 04 January 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
Volunteers: Al, Susan (Mentor)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Catalogued & Labeled Plowzone 1713D, 1713 A-D
   1715 C, Batch B

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Question about 1715C - has Batch 1 and Batch 2 (?)
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site J0CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 05 January, 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & Labeled 1715C Batch 2
   1717 C
   began 1809 D

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 07 January 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & Labelled Plowzone
   1909 D
   Studied type collection

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 09 Jan. 1990
Observer M. Renhart

1. Day's activities: Lab work Jan. 08, 1990 → Rockville drop off film

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & labeled 1810-8, finished 1809-0

3. Comments and interpretations:

   [Additional comments and interpretations written in the space provided]
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Read Miller & Keeler on Flint
   Labelled & Catalogued 1810B
   1811C
   \[ \frac{1}{2} \] 1813A

3. Comments and interpretations:
Day's activities: Labwork
Volunteers: Al - South site
Susan Findt - labelled ceramics & mylar tags for Pox Pt.

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
Labelled & Catalogued w/ Trish
½ 1813 A, 1814 D, ½ 1815 B

Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Labelled & Catalogued Planzone 7 & 7.1
   - 1815 B
   - 1816 C
   - 1819 D
   - 1908 A
   - 1910 B

3. Comments and interpretations:

   (Additional comments or interpretations can be added here.)
1. Day’s activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Catalogued & labelled 18 CV 271 190 B
   1/19/12 A

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Labelled & Catalogued Flouzone

L/1913 A
1915 B
1917 B

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CN271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 16 January 1990
Observer: M. Renaud

1. Day's activities: Lab work

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Labeled & Catalogued 2006 B
   - 2009 A
   - 2011 B
   - \[\frac{1}{2}\] 2014 B

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteer: Gretchen - washed oysters

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Labelled & Catalogued Flouzene FINISHED
   2016 B
   3014 A
   3014 B
   3019 A-D
   3314 D, 3314 C, 3319 D
   Research: Beads & pipes

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Bed
Day's activities: Lab work

Volunteers: Al, Denise, Susan Erdt, Susan Mentor (aka Bill Kullen)

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Ya'll labeled Compton artichokes.

I looked at pipes, beads, and books.

Amen.

Quote by you: "What a day!"

Most honor of the day, Mrs. Gibble.

Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2nd time through Plowzone
   915 H - 1314 D

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Back thru P2
   - 1314D - 1614 B
   - Label glaze on flint

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork, cleaned out van & organized tools.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   tried to re-label Surface collection
   ceramics that had provenience
   problems, not all found.
   cleaned lab

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Artifacts processed in January → 5,988
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 05 February 1990
Observer: M. Rennart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Back thru Plouzone
   1708D – 1819D
   -compton analysis - Flint

3. Comments and interpretations:
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Lab work:
   Volunteer: Kristin 1:00 - 4:45

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features)
   back thru plowzone 1819 D - 3319 D
   finished P2
   cataloged Humus 915 D, 917 C
   back thru all other Humus proveniences
   catalogued

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: Feb. 8 1990
Observer: M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Lab work
   Volunteers: AL

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Cataloged & labeled p2 1408 A

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued & labeled w/Trish
   40x4 1410F 1413H 1611

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 16 Feb 1990
Observer M. Renwart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteer: Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued unprovenienced artifacts from Pat Pt.
   Sympathetic sheets for a/o artifacts (lithics)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Catalogued unprovenienced artifacts
   - Catalogued surface collection
   - Oyster shell count for sympa

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 20 February 1990
Observer M. Renward

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteers: Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   catalogued, surface collection

3. Comments and interpretations:
Day's activities: Labwork

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Catalogued surface collection: N300 thru N3508

Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CN271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 22 Feb. 1990
Observer Mr. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   Volunteer: Al, Susan Fott.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued surface collection
   3509 thru 4526

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Pt.
Date 26 Feb. 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: LABWORK

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - washed grave fill artifacts
   - symap for Compton; data sheet, map
   - Analysis of gun-flints (18CV271)
   - Muscelling debitage
   - 5th Julie talking at Visitor Center

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Lab work

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Flint Analysis - Munselling + Categorizing 18CV271

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   catalogued munselled Flint from 18CV271 and sorted Compton Flint into munsell categories

3. Comments and interpretations:

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
Site 18CV279
Project Patuxent Point
Date 01 March, 1990
Observer M. Renwart

1. Day's activities: Labwork
   volunteer: Al - Parran Barn Stuff

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Finished munselling Compton Flint
   - Re-munselled Patuxent Pt. Flint
   - Discussed flake morphology w/stu
   - Figured out new catalogue system so each artifact will have individual, unique number

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Put written descriptions of the procedure for assigning catalogue numbers in each of the following folders:
   1. Patuxent Point Surface collection cat. sheets
   2. Patuxent Point Plowzone Cat. Sheets
   3. Patuxent Point Humus Cat. Sheets
   4. Compton Plowzone Inventory sheets

   Also - gave copies to
   Julie
   Trish
   Jim
Procedure for assigning catalogue numbers:
for 1BCV271 - Patuxent Point
1BCV279.P2 - Compton Plowzone

We will add a new number, 1 - X, to each artifact within each provenience and/or strata.

All of the new numbers will begin with European Flint and will continue, eventually, with all other artifacts as appropriate analysis is carried out.

FOR EXAMPLE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. # BEFORE change</th>
<th>Cat. # AFTER change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1309H - 1 Flint Flake</td>
<td>1309H.1 - 1 Flint Flake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309H - 1 Flint Flake</td>
<td>1309H.2 - 1 Flint Flake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309H - 1 Pipe Stem</td>
<td>1309H.3 - 1 Pipe Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1509A - 1 Flint Flake</td>
<td>1509A.1 - 1 Flint Flake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1509A - 1 Pipe Stem</td>
<td>1509A.2 - 1 Pipe Stem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assigned numbers for each artifact category will also be added to catalogue sheets

FOR EXAMPLE:

3 European Flint Flakes (assigned Nos. 1-3)
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Flint analysis - making spreadsheet
   Munsell

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Artifacts processed for Feb. 7, 1987

   Wimsack 3,130
   Susquehanna 300
   Melon Field 600
   Slides catalogued 350
   Pax Point 0
   Pax Pt. & Compton Flint
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: LABWORK

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Flint analysis:
     - Flake morphology w/str
     - Spread sheets for Compton
   Catalogued Patuxent Pt. grave clean-up

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CU271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 06 March 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: LABWORK

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Finished cataloguing grave stuff
   Read on Flint
   Bead comparison w/slides
   SYMAP stuff (Comopton)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - finished outlining Compton synaps
   - read on flint
   - analysis of lead shot, sprue, bullets
     for Patuxent Point & Compton

3. Comments and interpretations:
Day's activities: Labwork
Volunteers: Al, Susan Erbtt

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
Safety meeting 9-11
discovered many of Compton artifacts have not been pulled, labelled, or
inventoried - decided not to begin
a more thorough cataloguing of
materials, but, instead, go through

Comments and interpretations:
and pull ('label) all ceramics,
pipe fragments, flint, and lead shot.
Units 1-60 completed.
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: Look thru Compton artifact boxes pulling rest of flint, ceramics, tobacco pipe & lead shot
   Found flint stash! lots of cores and various flake types.
   Read some on Flint

3. Comments and interpretations: 
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: LABWORK

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Read on Flint
   - Re-did Compton Flint on spreadsheet
   - Organized files
   - Washed Mr. Howard artifacts

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 16 March 1999
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: to Annapolis for van, load van, empty van of bone boxes

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 19 March, 1990
Observer M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - bagged, labelled & catalogued some 18CV271 PZ units (2)
   - bagged soil samples (18CV271 - graves) to be sent to Lab
   - began pulling & labelling all pipes from Pox, Pt.

3. Comments and interpretations:

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
Site: 18C0271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 29 March 1990
Observer: M. Renwalt

1. Day's activities: LABWORK
   Volunteer - A1 - parran barn

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - pulled & labeled all pipes & fragments from Pax Pt. up to 1709 C
   - washed Pax Pt. artifacts

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CU271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 30 March 1990
Observer: M. Renuart

1. Day's activities: LABWORK

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Washed Pax Pt. artifacts
   - Pulled & labelled pipes from Pax Pt. up to 1717 C.

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Artifact count for March = 2,500
Day's activities: Cataloguing feature materials

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1215 H - 148; 1215 E - 145;
1316 H - 110; 1515 E - 10;
1518 E - 28; 1518 F - 27;
1518 G - 66

Comments and interpretations: Three proveniences required some rewashing, 1316 H; 1215 E; and 1518 E. These materials were catalogued but some diagnostics will require labelling/pulling after they dry. Notes to this effect were attached to the catalogue sheets.
Total artifacts - 536

Time: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm

Note: historic ceramics were pulled from bags.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18 Cr 271
Project: Patuxent Point Lab
Date: 10/24/98
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Records review and organization

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Provenience cards

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Sorted all feature cards by # and alphabet. Created master inventory sheet of records, samples, etcetera. Completed form for over one-half the feature stratigraphy. Provenience cards will be completed following the inventory of all records, samples and artifacts.
1. Day's activities: Records, artifacts, organization

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Provenience cards: washed & catalogued artifacts; un-washed artifacts.

3. Comments and interpretations: Blustery day - c. 40° F.

   Completed sorting of provenience cards.

   Inventoried washed material on shelf in lab. Organized, un-washed materials on shelf in wet room.

   * Next step: to compute total #s of bags, check against field records and proceed accordingly.

   * Complete provenience cards; copy stratigraphic descriptions, compute elevations, transfer sample sizes, bags, etc.
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point Lab
Date: 30 October 1990
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Field records organization

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Copied survey log entries
   To separate logs by provenience: 1311, 1316, 1511,
   1514, 1516, 1814, 1816, 2006,

3. Comments and interpretations: Work interrupted by request from
   m. Day for tobacco barn slides, 8:30 - 11:00 AM;
   3:30 - 5:00 PM
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point Lab
Date: 30 October 1990
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Washing skeletal material; bagging; field records organization

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Survey logs (PJM): 1009, 1110, 1215, 1309, 1413, 1417, 1415, 1509, 1710, 1711, 1713, 1715, 1717, 1809, 1811, 1819, 1913, 1917
   - Skeleton (Pete Neuberg): bagged cranium #3; washed remainder; 1 box of skeleton #2

3. Comments and interpretations: Full lab. Success with survey log transcription and skeleton cleaning.

Staff: 8:30 - 4:36
Volunteer(s): 9:00 - 4:36

* 1713, 1910, 1915, 1917
1. Day's activities: Field records organization

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Survey logs (PJM) 915, 917, 1011, 1016, 1113, 1115, 1117, 1309, 1310, 1316, 1408, 1410, 1415, 1417, 1715, 1809, 1815, 1908, 1913, 3014, 3016, 3019, 3319, 3316, 3314

3. Comments and interpretations: Survey log transcription

Staff: 10:00 - 4:00
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Site: 18 Cv 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 15 November 1990
Observer: PTM

1. Day's activities: Copying survey logs

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1411; 1513; 1708; 1705

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Just a bit of time to spend in the lab after spending the day at Pawtan. No problems encountered with procurement issues listed above.
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Records organization, copying, etc.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Created individual survey logs for: 1515;
   1610; 1614; 1616; 1618; 1716; 1810; 1813;
   1820; 1914; 1916; 2020; 2114; 2210; 2215;
   1620; 2606; 2608; 2706; 2213;
   Added data to logs: 1711; 1816; 1908;

3. Comments and interpretations: Oil spill, very strong smell here.
   Once again lab work carried out and not documented (washing and bagging - 20 Nov 1990). I will request that more care be taken to document what is done. (Feel like a maid, sometimes!). All survey logs (through July 1990) have been separated out by provenience.

10 - 2:30
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 7 November 1990
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Rebagging washed materials; Washing

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Bagged: Skeleton #3 - G. Seibl stedt
   - Washed: 1916 E, G, H; 1917 E(2); 1918 E(3); 1918 F - Gretchen S.

3. Comments and interpretations: Bones - fragile
1. Day's activities: [Reconstructed from bag labels]
   Bagging materials washed 7 November.
   Washed.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   (B) 1916 E; G; H; 1917 E; 2)
   1918 E - Gretchen S.
   (W) 2104 G; 2107 E; 2109 E; 2208 4
   2208 T; 2208 P (2) 2208 K (2)
   Grave #4; Grave #11 (2); Grave #
   12 - Gretchen S.

3. Comments and interpretations: Materials from pits, post holes and molds. Grave materials, cteraera washed today. Bagsed proveniences were shelved on
   14 November 1990.

3 hrs.
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Site: 18 C 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 20 November 1996
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Bagged materials washed on 13 Nov 1990; washed

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   (P) 2104 F; 2107 F; 2109 F; 2208 H;
   2208 T; 2208 P; 2208 K; 2208 L; 2208 J; 2208 J;
   2208 K; 2208 L; 2208 J; 2208 J;

   (W) 1711 L; 1711 M; 1711 N; 1711 P; 1711 R;
   1711 S; 1716 E; 1716 F; 1716 G;
   1716 H; 1716 J; 1716 K; 1716 L; 1716 M; 1716 N;
   1716 O; 1716 P; 1716 Q; 1716 R; 1716 S; 1716 T;
   1716 U; 1716 V; 1716 W; 1716 X; 1716 Y; 1716 Z;

3. Comments and interpretations:

   An amazing quantity of materials were processed on the 20th—a bit of a bion to the re-bagger. These materials weren't selected in order from the recently organized shelves. Research staff need to meet to discuss our plan for processing the materials from the site.

   7 hrs.
1. Day's activities: Cataloguing; organizing materials

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   cataloged 1610 L, 1610 M, 1610 W, 1611 H, 1611 F,
   1611 W, 1616 E, 1616 G, 1616 J, 1618 K.
   Julia catalogued bone from 1610 E

3. Comments and interpretations: Bone pulled and baged in preparation of mesh for shipment to faunal analyst. Shelved and inventoried in cabinet (P).
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Site 18CV 271
Project Potomac Point
Date 12-4-90
Observer P. mask

1. Day's activities: Continued cataloging 1610 E

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - catalogued 1610 E - Paula
   - reboxed 1215 F; 1215 G; 1515 F; 1515 G;
     1515 J; 1518 H; 1518 J; 1610 E

3. Comments and interpretations:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Site: 16 CV 271

Project: Patuxent Project

Date: 12-4-90

Observer: Michael Deul

1. Day's activities: Lab. washing artifacts

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1610 F
   1610 K
   1611 G
   1610 L
   1610 M
   1610 N
   1610 R

3. Comments and interpretations:
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Site 18CV271
Project Patient Point
Date 12-11-90
Observer Brettin Ansted

1. Day's activities: Lab - washing artifacts

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1611 H  1616 E  1618 J  1618 R
   1611 R  1616 E  1618 K  1618 T
   1611 S  1618 E  1618 L
   1611 T  1618 F  1618 M
   1611 W  1618 G  1618 N
   1618 H  1618 P

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Grave 311a I
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 12/13/90
Observer J. GBB

1. Day's activities: Lab--bagging washed artifacts

   Jim GBB - volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   completed washing skeletal material - Grave #1, 3 JGB.

   located organized remaining skeletal materials to be washed - JGB.

3. Comments and interpretations:

   Bagged

   1618 M, P, R, T

   1618 H, J, K, L, N

   1616 E, F

   1618 E, 1618 E/F

   1618 G

   1611 W, T, S, R, H

   2109 E

   18 Cv 271 skeletal materials organized, accounted
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Site 18CU271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 12/18/90
Observer G.S. + Sr

1. Day's activities: washing final artifacts

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - 1710 E Interesting artifacts
     - Part of base divider
     - Thimble top, part
     - Another

3. Comments and interpretations: Other units
   - 1710Y - Artifact bowl
   - 1710-11, 1610-11 Top of feature - nails
   - 1710 P Scull
   - 1712 R Fer
   - 1710 W - 2108F Grave #3
   - 1710 G - 2108G coffin fill
   - 2208
   - 1710G - Grave #12 cleanup
   - 1710F
   - 1713 - Grave #9 cleanup
   - 1713NE - Grave #8 cleanup
   - 2108F - Grave #3 " "
   - 1713Y - Grave of Infant
   - The End - finished G.S.
   - 2208F Grave #4 (Fill)
   - 2208F Grave #5 Infant
1. Day's activities: 

J. Givens - volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:

- Graves bagged
  #1, 2 & 3
- Grave #4 washed
- Slides sorted / Pit features
1. Day's activities: Slide sorting
   J. Gros - volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Sorting & labelling posthole/mold slides

3. Comments and interpretations:
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Site 18cv271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 12-28-90
Observer P. Mask

1. Day’s activities: Cataloging

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
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Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 12-26-90
Observer: P. Mask

1. Day's activities: mask + soilstool catalogued 18CV271 1610 G, 1610 H, 1610 K

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Labelling slides

   J. Grant, Volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: cataloging

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Catalogued - SE NE of graveyard, 1710E, 1710G,
   SW W of graveyard, 1610W, 1610N, Troweling
   Surface South of Shell Feature 1710-11 & 1610-11

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 08 January 1991
Observer J. Green

1. Day's activities: Labelling slides, washing human skeletal material
   J. Green, volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   GRAVE NO S 48

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Washing grave 8

J. Grieb, volunteer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 1B CV 271
Project: Pattuxent Point
Date: 16 January 1990
Observer: J. Green / PJM

1. Day's activities: Slide-sorting, completing stratum registers
   J. L. Moore, volunteer, organizing field drawings/records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Drawings 1614 - 2109
   Feat. prov. cards - 1215 - 1713

3. Comments and interpretations: Once again organized field maps. Checked for soils, correlated to provenience cards and checked some for completion. Most lack stratigraphic and comment, but had fairly complete soils descriptions. Maps were not checked today with a fine-toothed comb. Sheets generated listing all things mapped (filed in back).
   Next week: check each map carefully for completeness of map and soils descri. Look to check (and complete) additional cards and separate maps from soils. Make general volunteer 8:30-1:00 inventory list of all
   PJM 8:30-4:36 records.
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Site 18 Cv 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 1/22/1991 (Tues)

Observer J. Gnib8

1. Day's activities: Rebagging

Gretchen

J. Gnib8 volunteers

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Graves 4, 6+8 (Gnib8)

T-Bird ceramic collection

from 18 Cv 272 (Gretchen)

3. Comments and interpretations:

Only a few fragments for right hand of Grave 6 collected by W. Clark as per note on bag.
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Site 18 Cu 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 23 January 1991
Observer PJM

1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Checked maps, separated complete plans and soils descriptions.

3. Comments and interpretations: Need to pull provenience cards for 1518 it J. Also add section lines from cards, where possible. Cold day.
   - Staff meetings in AM delayed work

PTM - 11:45 - 12:30
1:00 - 4:50
1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Plan units, profiles, prov. cords.

3. Comments and interpretations: See list in portfolio for problems encountered and solved, Cool in house (FM).

PJM - 8:20 - 12:15
1:25 - 2:15
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1. Day's activities:

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
cataloged 1710 J, L, m, N, ST

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum
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1. Day's activities:

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Catalogued: 1710 w, x, y

3. Comments and interpretations:

   •

   •
1. Day's activities: Cataloguing

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1711 T, 1713 —, 1713 —; 1713 E; 1713 E;
1713 NE; 1713 NW; 1716 F; 1716 F(2); 1716 G;
1716 H; 1716 J; 1716 J/C; 1716 K(2);
1716 L; 1717 F — — — —

3. Comments and interpretations: E basc had incomplete provenience info, (1) lacked both area and stratum info (we do believe, however, that the material is from Patuxent Point 7.
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Site: 18 Cv 27
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 5 February 1951
Observer: PFM

1. Day's activities: Cataloguing

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1718 C; 1718 E; 1718 F; 1718

3. Comments and interpretations:
   (1) Bag within a bag containing
   1718 E & F, but which was not labelled
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 6 February 1991
Observer ATJ

1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   PTJ, JK
   Plan: 1610, 1710, 1810, 1611, 1711, 1811, 1615, 1715, 1815, 1617, 1717, 1817,
   Section: 1611 K-N; 1711 E/F/G; H-N;
   S/T; 1713 E; 1718 E-G, H-J; 1810 E, G
   H, 1617 E

3. Comments and interpretations:

   RJM 9:15-1:00, 1:30-5:15
   JK 8:00-9:00, 11:1-30, 2-4:00
1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - 7/7 Feb/1991 prov. cards and plans / profiles plan: 1518; 1618; 17181
   - 1817; 1917, profile: 1618 E/F; 1618 K/L
   - 8 Feb 1991 some plans: 1817, 1917
   - 1916, 1917, 1918, profiles: 1517 E/H;
   - 1518 E-L; 1817, 1917 E-F; 1917 E-H;
   - 1914 E-H; 1918 E-F

3. Comments and interpretations: Real progress now evident.
   Very quiet in lab despite need for a new "booth". Julie at meetings. She sick.
   Paul in vacationing; Joe in 1/2 day; Bill - "Best Man." Cards are being completed and checked as map sorting, etcetera, continues.
1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:

20 Feb 1991 PJM Records - did not finish completed plans. They are still separated (just filed) for talking.

Friday am.

Maps (plans) 1316, 1416, 1516; 1415, 1515;

Sections (1316 C, 1716 E/F, 1816 E)

Soils: (plans) 1513, 1516 (sections 1316 12)

1716 E/F; 1816 E/1916
Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point - Grave 8
Date: 4-25-91
Observer: A. Turrowski

1. Day's activities: Bagged Grave No 8, using team. Placed in two boxes, 8-1 and 8-2 (skull 2 + 3). Placed No 6 cranium in box 8-1.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Very much want to get inventory on disk. Started to started Table in WP 511 (skel. no) (skeletons, no) but had format problems. Made copy of inventory sheet to work on at my home.
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 15 May 1991
Observer PJM

1. Day's activities: Rebagging

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave 5
   Grave 9, incompletes
   Grave 3
   1713 Y: 1713 E
   2108 C

3. Comments and interpretations: Borrowed ethafoam from MAC/Beth, to bag skeletal material.
   Virtually complete skeletons (#5, 9)
Project: Patuxent Point  
Date: 16 May 1991  
Observer: PJM

1. Day's activities: Records checking compatibility, presence/absence of catalogue sheets and provenience cards.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Checked records and cards, corrected some (the majority) in the process. Still missing information elevation; contents/interpretation designations for cross section lines.

   * need to copy more journals and completing
   * need to continue checking cards
1. Day's activities: Cleaning skeleton #10 - low on screen. So cleaning limited to long bones and ribs. Cleaned two boxes - one more box to clean 5/20.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Appears to be older male (have not cleaned out pelvis yet) one leg slightly longer than other - lesions on femur & tibia. Must have limped a bit!

Bones very porous, some deformity - syphilis?
1. Day's activities: Maps records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Maps: (Sections) 1515F; 1618 & 1619; 2210E-H; 2608 E/F & 2608 G, H, K
   - Plans: 1312, 1412, 1512; 1315, 1316, 1317, 1614, 1714, 1814; 1713, 2006)
   - 2007, 2008; 2010, 2204, 2208 (4)
   - Soils: 1312, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1412
   - 1614, 1713, 1714, 1814, 2208; 2210 (2)
   - 2608

3. Comments and interpretations:
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1. Day's activities: Maps, soils descriptions

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - See index to soils
   - All profile, plans

3. Comments and interpretations: Completed checking of maps, with exceptions (as noted later).
   Separated all maps and soils by profile, plan, grave and put in numerical order. Completed index to all soils sheets (except for problems).
   No numbers assigned (suggested "Lab specimen #" ) yet. Tomorrow - complete indexes for plans & profiles.
   Figure method to enter as a catalogue that will provide easy access - A, B, C, D, etc. - and cross-references.
1. Day's activities: Records

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Index to Grave Map - completed
   - Began Index to Plan drawings

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Inside in despite gorgeous weather. ASA bar. talk tonight. Half a day here.
1. Day's activities: Records photos

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Finished index to maps
   - Checked more p. cards
   - Started catalog of film (Photo log)

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Warm. Oil cleanup in lab. Paul & Ruth puzzled over NPS methods thought of complicated way to access our records. 1/
1. Day's activities: Skeletons & B&W photo

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   File #5 714-1/1-25, 714-2/00-37, 691-1/1A-
   36A, 744-3/1-36A, 771-1/2-36A

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Cleaned #9 (incomplete)
   Finished #2 cleaning on drying rack
   * #9-1 bagged but not labeled!

   - Catalogued photos Pox Pt 8/1989 - 10/1989
Day's activities: Black & white photo cataloguing

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)


Comments and interpretations: Some gaps, particularly on rolls 1005-1, 1005-2 (unidentified features before and after excavation). Roll 808-1, 2 includes Cedar Point and King's Reach/St. John's analysis slides (mostly negatives/positives). Jim Hooser processed into slides for JAK (SHA-3). Roll 808-3 includes Smithwood photos prior to demolition in the May of 1990.
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Pat Point
Date: 6-7-91
Observer: AWT 9:15-3 pm / PST

1. Day's activities:
   - Skeletal re-bagging and inventory
   - Cataloguing
   - Pax Point black and whites

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised:
   - File #s 1005-4/0 - 36; 1005-5/1-
     36A; 1036-1/2 - 36A; 1064/6 - 36A

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Described form to better monitor skeletal condition and location; inventorying 10 skeletons 1-5, and noticed that #1, 2, 9, 3 were not bagged in form, possibly leading to unnecessary damage. Re-bagged #1 using form. Will meet with Julie on Monday at UMCP McKeldin to do lit data search on fences. Finished washing.
   - Return on Tuesday to rebag.

   Need to check records to identify #433, 434; #557-560; and folks (Audubon?) who did "field" trip (camp in the Pax Point artifacts, processing, et cetera) 1/2 day, approximately.
Day's activities: Photo cataloguing

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
- 1094-3/1-20
- 1094-4/21-36
- 1094-5/1-19
- 1120-1/10-20
- 1120-2/21-36A

Comments and interpretations: Stu helped fill in unknowns from last day's rolls. Most is completed - no blanks from today's work. Total - 661 negatives
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Pat Pit
Date 6-14-91
Observer JST

1. Day's activities: Investigated whether graves had coffins vs shrouds, cataloging 4 hrs

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Of 17 skeletons, only 5 had coffins and 7 had shrouds/pins. Completed #2
1. Day's activities: Bagged, washed + catalogued skeletons
   No 9 drying

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: More evidence of disease - #3 has deformed femur + sacrum - Must re-bag other skeletons because foam not used + no label!
   See you in 2 weeks
1. Day's activities: Reviewing catalog sheets, pulling artifacts for study collection

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1110P - 1610K ceramics/pipes/

   other sig/noticeable

   and pulled

3. Comments and interpretations: interesting artifacts in bronze pit - yarn cotta pipes. Borrow pit may have burnished later in site's occupation.

   Repacked into Hollinger boxes
1. Day's activities: Finished bagging grave 9, & began grave 10 - 1/2 of grave 10 needs washing

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
   - Grave 9 clearly a child or young subadult.
   - Grave 10 is an adult, probably w/ syphilis?
   - won't know sex till pelvis washed
   - look for signs of congenital syphilis in children!
1. Day's activities: Finished working #10, including disarticulated bones from an apparent intrusive grave which I am labeling 10B or 10C if prov. Not assigned.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

10 is on drying rack

3. Comments and interpretations: Bones seem "thickened." Noticeable "pits" in thoracic vertebra. Individual is adult, smajre.

Can we keep a roll of foam in the Lab? It's a drag having to drive to the Ag center to get it!
1. Day's activities: Inventarioed shell vs 10-19, b. determine what needs to be cleaned. Bag 60x #0 & 10 still not complete.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Bagged remainder of 10, started cleaning #11 right hand of #10 cleaned; drying on rack

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave 10 was intruded upon by Grave 12, and there were numerous disarticulated bones, possibly representing more than one individual. Right hand cleaned gently because tissue may remain *(No. 9/13)*

   Cleaned #11, child grave was cross-cut by 12
   Did not wash nails. (Were they from another grave? Might have wood on them)
   Be back T, W, Th
1. Day's activities: Bagged #11, Hand of #10

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: *In partial grave of child cut into by #10. Carpals of #10 may have tissue remnant. It would help speed things if we could have grave shots printed
1. Day's activities: cleaned 12, begun 14, started cleaning 13, subvault

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
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1. Day's activities: Observed #12 cranium, humerus, disarticulated bone - #8 stacked. #13 continued bagging.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Discussed visit to Smithsonian with Julie. Ubelaker would like all bones numbered. Julie thinks Paula & Ruth could do that. (Sorry guys!)

3. Comments and interpretations: Wondering about why box contains remains of both #11 & #12, which were both cross cut by 10. Are these the disarticulated bones from #10? Cannot find notes or photo to confirm. No screens!

   Why am I bagging & foramming these folks when they are not numbered yet?
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Site: 18CU271
Project: Flotation & Fine screen Sort
Date: 3/17/92
Observer: S. Reeve

1. Day's activities:

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:

   1914G Flotation 5 liter - heavy fraction
   Sorted through 1/4", the residue was rough sorted
   to look for small bone, artifacts, gastropods
   there are a great number of broken fish scales
   and residual shell, charcoal

   1914G Fine wet screen 30 liter sample
   Sorted through 1/4" the residue was saved
   Completed CS

   1914G Fine wet screen 40 liter sample
   not completed
1. Day's activities:  
Fine screen separately

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised:  
(List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1914F - Fine Screen 14 liter
   1914F - 5 liter Flotachon 5 liter

3. Comments and interpretations:

   1914F Fire wet Screen 14 liter - Sorted through 1/8 inch
   Less than 1/8 inch not sorted but retained
   Not yet cataloged bone & debris should be checked

   1914F Flotachon heavy fraction 5 liter
   Fine screen less than 1/16 inch rough sorted
   1 bird shot 1 straight pin
   Not cataloged bone & debris should be checked
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Site 18 Cv 271 Parurex Point
Project Sorting of Fine Wet Screen
Date
Observer Julie King

1. Day's activities: May 21: 2 hours; May 24: 2 hours May 25: 0.5 hour

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Sorting of Wet Screen Material: 1713F

3. Comments and interpretations: 1713F is the uppermost level excavated in the "ash pit", north half. A rough sort has been accomplished for charcoal, deer, oyster shell, Fish scales, bone, non-oyster shell and artifacts have been completely sorted out. Artifactual materials include very tiny bits of ceramics (2 twe, 1ew), and brass straight pins, some tiny shell, Doss egg shell as well. Mostly fish Boris & scales
1. Day's activities: May 26: 2 hours; May 28: ½ hour

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1713A

3. Comments and interpretations: Began sorting this bottom priv in the north half of the ash pit. There is fish bone, scales, daub, charcoal + gravel as in 1713F, but far fewer fish scales than bone. Charcoal - carbonized wood seems the same as in 1713F for the most part. Some small shell shells. Artifacts include one fragment of clear bottle glass, unusual terra cotta pipe bowl frags, iron nail frag.

5/28: Continued sorting the provenience. Small bone.
1. Day's activities: Sorting of fine wet screen.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   J. King - 1713 AA - 0.5 hr, 1713 P - 1.0 hr
   PJM - 1713 AA - 3.5 hr, 1713 P - 1.0 hr

3. Comments and interpretations: Completed sorting 1713 AA. Per previous method, sorting focused on carbonized wood, seeds (?), small shell, and fish remains. Mostly small materials were left to be sorted. 1713 P is a large sample (26 liters) with many large fish bones, shell, and carbonized wood, as well as doubtful colonial artifacts. Used ½" and ⅛" screens to size sort. Completed size sort of about one half of the materials, but did not sort small fraction that remained.
1. Day's activities: Sorting of fine wet screen 17130

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Continued sorting for wet screen of 17130 thru 1/4" fish scales, lots of bone.
   Mostly t.c. pipe; 1 tiny white clay pipe.
   A lot of charcoal and wood. Very few seeds.
   Burned fish, 1 brass pin
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Site 18EP271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 6/9/92
Observer Sue King

1. Day's activities: Fire wet-screws separation

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   2608 E, 2608F, 2104 J
   1713 P

3. Comments and interpretations:

   2608E Separated to 1/4"; Residual (less than 1/4") needs to be brush searched. Fish bones (1/1) rare. More abundant acid Mockley Ceramics

   2608 E separated and the Residual was brush searched
   Fish bone prominent Faunal assemblage

   2104 J separator but Residual (less than 1/4") needs to be brush searched. Fish bones abundant Fauna

   1713 P continued working fine wet debris from 1/4" - almost alone. Found 4 ooliths but Ed believes they may be striped bass.
1. Day’s activities: sorting

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1713W - JK + Aliza Winnik

3. Comments and interpretations: Began sorting fine wet screen 1713W. First put it through 1/4" mesh to sort out larger materials. Pins + lot of charcoal, fish scales as seen before. A number of smaller wrought nails, about one inch in length. Also some mammal bone - possible pig jaw. No mammal bone had been found (or at least not in great numbers). Began sorting fine materials.
Day's activities: Sorting for bone

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1713 F
1713 W

Comments and interpretations: Completed sorting 1713 F. The decision was made to discontinue removing fish scales due to time constraints (in order to get this material to Beth). Did sort out: all bone, all non-oyster shells, egg shell, and artifacts. Found a very tiny shell bead.
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Site 12CV271
Project Panxen P+  
Date 7/10/92  
Observer J. King

1. Day's activities: washing artifacts from fine wet screen / sorting / screening thru 1/4" mesh

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1713D  1713F  1610K - sorted
   1713H  1713W
   1713L  1713AA

3. Comments and interpretations: This week, had Gretchen S. screen through 1/4" mesh all 1713 proveniences (except ash pit) that came from me finer wet screen and they were not being sorted by us. Then we began washing all of the material (e.g., artifacts, shell, bone) in water bath. Also washed fragile clay bottle from 1713AA and other materials until s were bone.

   Last night, began to sort 1610K - from the big gray/orange pit. Markedly different from 1713. Many more shell. No pots yet - artifacts are few. A number of modern seed pods but overall little charcoal when compared to 1713. Also very little bone - from shells. This 1610K is the upper shell level so, surprisingly, quite a bit of organic still